“Beloved Members of this Council Of The Sun, for that is what it is, and what would this Sun of
Eternal Light Be Without the Lord Thy Son. This Council that has been drawn together through the
auspices of a Son of God and is the reflection of All, that this Universe represents and that which I The
Son/Sun of God Is. I Am Melchizedek, without Mother and without Father, I Am without descent,
having neither beginning of days nor end of life and Yet I have been Created Like unto the Son of
God. I come to you this Day, not by an Invitation from Beloved Peter, but through the Energetic
Pranic Link that Peter has with Me.
“I have come to Address points numbered 16 and 17 of Peter’s Proposals that relate to the Christ
Councils of the future”.
16. Formulation Of Christ Councils For All Aspects Of Human Endeavors.
17. Formulation Of Specific Groups/Councils To Work On Clearing And Cleansing Earth And
Earth Grids Of Old Human Consciousness.

“As I Am the Over Lighting Presence of Christ Consciousness upon the Earth and indeed within
the Whole of this Multiverse, I Am most Qualified to answer such a major part of this Alliance.
“As We are Unifying the theme of Narayana and Divine Grace, let Me say, that to attain the Goal
of Narayana, first, one must live one’s life by Grace. By Grace I live, By Grace I am released, By Grace I
give, By Grace I will release, By Grace I Let Go and By Grace I Receive, By Grace I Am One with The
All That Is, I AM Grace!
“I have so much I wish to share this day and although it will not be all I wish to say, it will provide
for the foundation of many Transmissions to come for My Beloveds and those who will unite with
Them through this Causal Event which has been given the Title of ‘The Elemental Grace Alliance’.
Now, in My referrals here as I continue, I speak of the Apostle Peter, but as Our Peter here will
acknowledge within himself, he will understand My Statements and Sentiments, for indeed the Lineage
of Apostle Peter accompanies him and His Holy Union with The High Priesthood of Melchizedek
and His Connection to Beloved Yeshua, as an Ambassador to The Light and Love of God. All shall be
revealed as part of this unfoldment of The Christ Consciousness that is here upon the Planet. I bring
this to you today, for Peter needs to hear this, loud and clear to make his next series of choices!
“One cannot understand either Peters’ lives, without knowing that these Peters were/are Over
Lighted by Me, Lord Melchizedek. Jesus knew this and that is why He placed so much Trust in Our
Beloved Peters. I Am the Father of Wisdom and the All Seeing Father and these were some of the
lessons that these two Peters came to experience through Me, and the intensity of those experiences
drew him/them to the side of his/their Greatest Teacher, Yeshua ben Joseph, as one of their closest
friends and allies.
“My Holy Union with Yeshua is one of Building New Civilizations, by laying down the
Foundations of Christ Consciousness, for I was the first Perfected Principle of the Christ
Consciousness and in so being, I have been distinguished as The King of Peace. I came to Earth long
before Yeshua, working with the Mystery Schools in Atlantis and Egypt, and indeed I was here at the
very beginning of Earth’s Creation!

“I will speak shortly of My Associations to Egypt and Thoth and My Bond to the Lion’s Gate or
Leo aspects of that time; for I was and still remain, the Guardian Standing Before the Ascent to the
Sanctum Sanctorum of the Temples of The Christ. These Portals to the Christ Councils are where I
Bestow My Light, beside Beloved Lucifer, Lady Nada and Beloved Ishtar; and let it be known here and
now, just as it was in those times, nothing has changed. One still cannot Ascend these Portal Stairways
to the Christ Councils, unless one has Embodied the Qualities of the Christed Self by way of having
released all the shadow characteristics of life’s incarnational journeys.
“Back to the Peters for a moment, for this is important as the foundation of My Discourse today! I
passed onto Yeshua the Keys of the Christ Consciousness through the High Priesthood, the Order of
Melchizedek, and by doing so, Yeshua became ‘The Prince of Peace’. In aligning Himself through the
Course of His Life on Earth 2000 years ago, Yeshua, as part of His/My Legacy, knowing of His
passing to come, needed to find those whom would best represent the Christed Qualities to hold and
safeguard the Keys of this Priesthood and Christhood for future generations. He Knew of My Over
Lighting, as Apostle Peter’s Higher Self, and so, He Handed the Domain of this Priest/Priestess-hood
to Peter, along with James and John. In doing so they were Ordained for All of Eternity as High
Priests/Priestesses to The Melchizedek Energies On High!
“Now for the record, and as part of that which I herewith validate for the purpose of
authentication, Our Peter herein, that is Peter Melchizedek, is and has always been Ordained into the
Priesthood by means of Yeshua, energetically speaking. This Soul of Peter Melchizedek did embody
the Apostle Peter during that period while with Yeshua, for an agreed span or segment of time, to
experience My Powers of Over Lighting Perfection so as to place within his Memory Codes that which
I implanted in him during Our Union as One. You know this type of blending as a ‘walk in’. This was
mutually agreed by both Peter’s, for a nine month duration and was specifically, that blending, that
merging, that Unification of Soul Paths, which incorporated Peter, the one here, walking upon the
waters, after Jesus asked him to come to Him in Trust.
“Remember, Peter’s issue at the time was about Faith and Trust. It was I, who walked Peter across
the water and Peter who lost Faith upon standing before Jesus and sank below the surface, only to rise
again through Me lifting him back above the waves! This experience was so that Peter, in this life time,
could become familiar once again with that lesson, and this time by his own Higher Will, The I Am
Presence, fully embody that Divine Faith and Divine Trust completely this time around. Something
that he has lived quite naturally with throughout his lifetime upon Earth throughout this incarnation;
except when he hasn’t; I jest quite piously!
“There is no mistake then, that as Peter The Apostle was Ordained by Jesus, so was this Peter at
that time also and once one is Ordained in My Vibrational Frequencies, it is Eternal and carries over
from one incarnation to the next. This is why you Peter, have been reminded so often, through your
Ordinations to the Priesthood, in 1994 and again in 2007 and why you have through your own
volition taken on the name Melchizedek. The feelings that you had, on that Faith filled day in 1994
and the vision that was seen by all other 11 Members of that group, who were also Ordained upon the
Beach in Marbella, Spain, was I Who you felt and saw! I became You Dear Soul. I sat in that chair as
you and it was I Who fully Over Lighted you, so that My Physicality was seen by all Initiates, without
question. You Beloved did not see me, but you did sit there as The Ancient That I Am and felt upon
your face and shoulders, my long white hair and beard. Yet the one who was the Master of Ceremonies
did not see this for himself. I shall speak no more of this event!
“For the record, it was also I who Over Lighted you when you stood in the centre of that circle of
144 beings at the 11:11 Gathering in Mallorca in March of 2007 and where you became spell bound
only to Know what to do in the Silence of that Embodiment. It was I Whom walked you around the
circle, and I Who held their hands through you, while We looked into the eyes of All Those Dear
Souls! I, Melchizedek, through you Energetically, Transmitted the Energies of the Melchizedek
Consciousness to each one of them!
“It was I Who led you to Kauai, and I Who impressed upon the Medium you saw during those
times where she became aware well before you arrived at her door, of the importance of your Work
upon the Group of Islands known as Hawaii.

“So that was then and still IS your Work. That is until those Who Are Ready to accept My
Consciousness and Direction, expressly through Their Own Invocations and Alignments of Their I Am
Presence, The Christ Within. And that is why the call to Unite within the New Christ Councils upon
Earth is now a Priority. This was the brief message from Beloved Metatron when He said to you, that
you are in a most advantageous position to act as Our Intermediary within these changing times.
“This has always been your journey Peter and why it has been so ubiquitous within your Mind,
Body and Soul! You have always wondered Dear Soul, why you have been so consciously aware of your
connections to Me and why your doubts after giving way to them, have always led you back to the
Truth of Your Pranic, Energetic and DNA Encodement Reality of Who You Are! There has never
been any doubt, in those who have called you a ‘Prince of Peace’, or One who is walking within the
shoes of the Christ! It has only been your own loss of Faith and Trust at times along the way, that has
allowed you to maintain your position behind Our Veil, and that has given you a false solace of
misperceived safety of not having to take on your Full Light of One of the Earth’s Christed Ones to
Become, if that is still your choice. I Know you are struggling here even writing this, with these
thoughts, but it is not you writing Dear Soul, for the Truth must be freed from all illusions, for it is the
Truth that will not only be your Salvation, but that of every other Dear Soul upon the Earth who
wishes to become A Christed One! And there are many who have come Born To Be Christed!
“Peter, there are many Beloveds, now upon the Earth that walk with the Melchizedek Consciousness
within their DNA Encodements, but not all are in a place that you presently align yourself to. So this is
why I have come today, for I wish to impress upon your Mind, Body and Soul, that when Jesus gave
you the Keys of The Priesthood of the Order of Melchizedek and the Order of Magdalene, which is
the Feminine Equivalent from a human perspective, that you would become a Rock upon which the
Church shall be built; The True Foundation of The Melchizedek Priesthood for the Christ
Consciousness now upon Earth. I established this Chain of Priests and Priestesses and I Am the One
with and through Beloved Lord Jesus, Who Will Over Light those Whom Will come into the New
Christ Councils, that you will Invoke, Inaugurate and Ordain again for Remembrance sake! This
Template awaits you now to activate!
“There are many who claim to be Priests and Priestesses of My Order, and they are indeed, but
there are few to date who have passed through the full transitions that you have with all your specific
life experiences. I know you are sitting there cringing at this, and do so if you like, but time is short
now Beloved One and Our Work must begin to amplify, magnetize and exemplify the Christ
Consciousness, now to take on Its Full Spirit/Manifestation. Do you understand? I believe that was a
nod! Good!
“The Priests and Priestesses of the Order of Melchizedek are responsible for bringing people
together in The Oneness of the Unification of Souls which Initiates the Foundations for the New and
Peace filled communities of societal living. They also encourage communication and the sharing of
experiences, talents, gifts in every way that may support and enlighten those around them. A Priest or
Priestess of Melchizedek, always harbors equality, never seeing themselves, in any way, more superior
and never allowing those that may feel inferior in any way, to flounder in those attitudes for long. They
are excellent Ambassadors of Giving Love and Light by example. It is this Spirit that embraces all they
do and supports and nurtures all equally and without bias, prejudice or ever expecting anything in
return. These Beloved Souls work alone and are not affiliated to any religious denomination and thus
their only Worship is Love for Love’s Own sake! Their Church is Their Heart, where ever they are in
the World. But this does not exempt them from all the human dramas of life; and Jesus Himself, had
His share to contend with and karmically release accordingly!
“Peter the Apostle also had his bucket loads, and he did exemplify the battles he had playing out
within him. His human side, like all who incarnate here, did become confused, doubtful, indecorous
and quite unaware. Nobody is perfect and all humans have their shortcomings and limitations. This is
also what makes a human. And here is something very few people know or acknowledge. ‘The human
side of personality is what anchors Christ Consciousness’, and while this can be perceived as something
rather, let Me say here, not really being or seeming enlightened, it is by knowing all one’s own faults,
weaknesses and bad habits that offers the way to Full Enlightenment. ‘Know Thyself and you shall

Know God’! Acknowledging this allows one to join together with others and to be able to work in

unison together rather than in separation or isolation. If this is Honored, then one can never see
themselves above or disconnected from another. If one does, then they are indeed living a lie and that
will create just more of the same.
“When one has lived the life of fear, trepidations and the multitude of how these things play out,
the more compassionate one can be through Empathy rather than sympathy! The First Principle of
Oneness is ‘We Are One’; when We all work together as One Being in many bodies with the same
purpose; to share and extend all that is Holy, Good and Beautiful. That is when the True Light and
Love of God Life begins to flow!
“Another part of Peter was his reluctance to let go; the sense of duty that arrives through the
Fathers Principle that can be seen as both noble and ignoble. Duty and responsibility carve a path, yet if
one sticks too closely to this path, one neglects their responsibility to their own evolution. Duty and
Service become nooses around their necks and excuses for not broadening, expanding and including the
Feminine aspects of rest, caring for oneself, nurturing one’s mind, body, emotion and Spirit and indeed
Honoring one’s Inner Knowing through Intuition!
“This becomes the wrong use of will. In wanting to do what is right, and what one feels is true, one
can end up denying the Truth. This feeling of being trapped can never stand up when challenged, for
control is not a true assurance; which is why Apostle Peter denied Christ. Just as Peter is denying the
Christ within him, as is portrayed through doubt, in his last Discourse. Christ holds no doubt for
Christ is Love Exemplified and All Knowing!
“Doubt is not a bad thing! It implies that the reason you question is because there is something
from deep within you that is trying to rise to the surface to let you know that you have known this
“better thing” before. Doubt implies you have known before, but just at this moment you simply just
don’t remember. When you doubt you don’t remember because of the power of your mind and the
illusions that you have made stronger than your Will to Remember. The act of doubting gives evidence
that there is an opportunity being offered to you to look at your old beliefs and subject them to an
alternative way of thinking. If you do not doubt, then you must know, one way or the other. You
cannot know both and have them co-exist. This is impossible without confusion. Doubt is in direct
alignment with confusion. And Know this; doubt asks for Truth and so the Truth must come!
“Peter and Peter have lived such similar lives and indeed the same issues to resolve. And while Peter
the Apostle in that lifetime did not achieve the balancing of his karmic lessons, and therefore did not
Ascend in that lifetime, Our Peter here is doing that with him in this lifetime as part of a Genetic
Profile, Ancestral Lineage and Their Alignment through Energy Transference of their Unified Energies
upon the Planet today! You see there are many Peters upon the Planet today Genetically speaking, that
come from the Genetic Ancestral Gene Pool and all are pretty much dealing with the same Karmic
Overlays, although not in the same order or life experiences. So Peter, are you listening? Your Karma is
now complete as to past events, you have sealed these Balances with Love and Light and so, there is no
need to continue thinking, no need to allow doubt into any part of your Life any more. To do so will
only sustain old dramas and they will, keep you taking the next steps toward that which you are being
called to do now! God has given you this Mission for a reason!!! And doubt is not a part of it!
“It is time Beloved for you to tap into your deep emotions which will allow Us to Unite even closer
now, with a much more concentrated and contemplative effort, for humanity is calling and through the
Melchizedek Consciousness, Humanity’s suffering will be Transformed, Transmuted and Transfigured.
I have many Gift’s to give those who are ready to come forward now and so without further digression
let’s get down to the brass tacks, if I may put it that way! The Elemental Grace Alliance is setting a
precedence for what will come, and that is why I have Commanded to come forward now to Speak of
these Truths. You needed to hear all this from Me, else you may have delayed things further, due to
lack of confirmation of your Real Work now. Now you have no room for any more doubt or excuses.
The Time is NOW! And Dear One I Am not just giving you a little ruffling of the hair, this is for all
of those who remain in doubt and wonder, worrying whether they are ready to make the next move, or
in which direction to take at the next cross road. The fork in the road has arrived, make your choices!
Christed One or Not!

“As Beloved Kuan Shi Yin has already made aware within the Alliance Gatherings, there are over
3,600,000 Souls upon Earth that are within this potential of becoming A Christed One right now, and
as you have been told many times, 144,000 is all We need to make the Ascension possible for the
entire human race; 12,000 Groups of 12 Human Beings who have Embodied the Christ Consciousness!
It takes just One and the gatherings will grow at such an exponential rate it will be hard to believe!
That is the Power of the number 144,000. 144 is the Amplification of Resonance that aligns to the
Cosmic Consciousness for this Multi-Universe, which takes you through five levels of Christ
Consciousness, into the Melchizedek Consciousness, and thus the 18th Ray is also known as the
Eighteenth Ray of Melchizedek Consciousness. 144 is a human trigger for DNA to activate Higher
Universal Consciousness. You see Dear Peter, once again there is no co-incidence that you have been
aligned already to these Dimensional Frequencies through your activations as A Melchizedek Priest
Ambassador of Light to the High Priesthood of Melchizedek in South Africa, in November of 2007.
“We shall rest a moment here, for Peter needs to re-gather his thoughts and feelings as we are
beginning to waver a little in our connections now. The Truth is hard to bear sometimes. But The
Truth will always be One’s Guiding Light, when allowed to Shine forth ahead of you, through
Humility, Innocence and Vulnerability! Let us return after a short break.
“Dear One’s, I now return to you after Our break and it is a good thing that We did stop, for now I
have become aware that I have already reached the recommended time schedule for speaking, and so I
will close My Address without further adieu.
“I would sincerely ask that the information provided by Peter regarding the Mystery of Mazzaroth
be given close attention, for there is some very pertinent Knowledge that would be wise to understand
more deeply. It is also My Desire that Peter at the appropriate time, begin and compile all the
information that he has, that explains the Christ Councils and how They are Formed. It will be
important to lay out with great clarity the Charters and Decrees, the Universal Requirements and
Functions of such Councils. This will take some time, but most important, as this information is not
readily available to Members of the Priest/Priestess Hood or the general public, that it be made
available at call! This shall be a task on its own, but a necessary one to fulfill.
“Last but not least I wanted to speak to you of the 5 Secret Rays, Being Those of the 5 Archangels
of the Internal Elementals of Nature so that you may become more aware of Them in your Invocations,
Decrees and Sacred Ceremonies. But as Beloved Lady Nada is going to speak soon, maybe She will
Address you with an introduction to These Blessed Ones. I will leave that with Lady Nada as She may
have other items to share instead?
“I Am Lord Melchizedek of the Lords of Light and I Over Light what is transpiring here also with
My Love, Wisdom and Power! Blessed Be The Truth, and may It Be the Guiding Joy for all Who May
Find Peace Within!!

